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v Young adults vary in the spontaneous strategies they use
to complete visual short-term (‘working’) memory tasks,
causing differentiations in capacity (Gonthier, 2020).

v A beneficial strategic approach is using potential meaning
(visual semantics) to remember abstract patterns
(Nicholls & English, 2020). E.g., appearing like letters,
numbers, or animals (See Figure 1). This is because
long-term memory resources contribute to capacity
(Logie, 2011).

v Not all young adults spontaneously employ such an
approach, therefore it is vital to explore a strategy training
intervention to change this.

v This research will provide insight into how we can help
people boost their visual working memory performance,
as well as contribute to wider knowledge of the role of
strategies in visual working memory.

BACKGROUND

Preregistration link- https://osf.io/yjrcz

Figure 1. Examples of
low (left) and high (right)
semantic availability level
8 patterns

https://osf.io/yjrcz


METHODOLOGY

v H1- High visual semantic availability will benefit
visual working memory performance

v H2- Semantic strategy training will benefit visual
working memory performance

v H3- An effect of semantic availability is predicted
in the control condition only

v 44 young adults aged 18-35 (M = 24.68 years, SD = 3.66).
v High and low semantic availability versions of the Visual Patterns Test

(Brown et al., 2006; Della Sala et al., 1997) were administered.
v Participants were trained or untrained in a semantic strategy. Both

groups were shown example stimuli but only the trained group were
informed of the benefits of using visual semantics and were given
examples of how to use this strategy.

v Both groups performed both high and low visual semantic availability
task versions.

v Measured pattern recognition via accuracy and response times.
v Patterns gradually increased in size and complexity.
v Both groups completed a strategy questionnaire, addressing the

strategies they employed to complete the task (See Figure 2).

HYPOTHESES

The trained group should 
actively seek out meaning in 

the more difficult abstract (low 
semantic availability) patterns, 

boosting performance (See 
Figure 3).

Figure 3. Those who report ‘combining’ verbal and visual strategies
exhibit increased visual working memory capacity (Brown & Wesley,
2013).Figure 2. Examples of strategy questionnaire items



FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

RESULTS

DISCUSSION

v Although the accuracy data are numerically greatest in the high
semantic task for the training group, there was no significant main
effect of either training or semantics, and no significant interaction
found.

Measure Group Condition Low Semantic High Semantic

Accuracy
Control .82 (.08) .82 (.09)

Training .82 (.10) .85 (.09)

Response Time Control 2266 (923) 2444 (1105)

Training 2290 (991) 2334 (1140)

Group Overall 

Strategy

Combining Counting 

Up

Labelling Automatic 

Semantics

Active 

Semantics

Use of 

Semantics

Visual 

Refreshing

Control 3.00 2.00 1.00 3.00 2.50 2.00 3.00 3.00

Training 2.00 2.50 2.00 2.50 2.00 3.00 3.00 3.00

However, correlational analyses revealed several intriguing findings-
v The training group’s accuracy in the low semantic pattern set was

related to more ”use” of semantics.
v The control group’s accuracy in the low semantic pattern set was

related to less verbal “labelling”.
v The control group’s accuracy in the high semantic pattern set was

related to more ”visual refreshing”.
v The control group’s response time in the low semantic pattern set

was related to more use of a visual (over verbal) strategy.
v The control group’s response time was related to less “combining”.

v The limited benefit of semantic strategy training in the current study
may indicate that recognition relies less on central executive
resources than recall.

v The relationships observed in the strategy scores and high and low
semantic performance show different patterns- visual semantics do
matter to some extent even if not for overall accuracy, and this effect
may be clearer when measuring recall.

v Further types of semantic training should be explored e.g., using
other purpose built stimuli or a more comprehensive training
protocol.

v Some results are encouraging for further research to investigate
given the recommendations above.

v Further research may be beneficial for those with more limited
capacity at baseline, such as older adults.

Table 1. Accuracy and RT (ms) data for low and high semantic availability tasks in 
both groups

Table 2. Median responses for both groups for strategy use questionnaire items


